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Abstract

This paper presents a formal methodology for attack modeling and detection for networks. Our
approach has three phases. First, we extend the basicattack treeapproach [1] to capture (i) the temporal
dependencies between components, and (ii) the expiration of an attack. Second, using theenhanced
attack trees(EAT) we build a tree automatonthat accepts a sequence of actions from input stream if
there is a traverse of an attack tree from leaves to the root node. Finally, we show how to construct an
enhanced parallel automaton(EPA) that has each tree automaton as a subroutine and can process the
input stream by considering multiple trees simultaneously. As a case study, we show how to represent
the attacks in IEEE 802.11 and construct an EPA for it.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As the paradigm shifts toward pervasive networking, security challenges get harder. One of the most
important aspect of security is to detect and prevent attacks in realtime. There are several types of Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS) designed to detect attacks [2]. Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) are
used to detect attacks against a number of networked systems within their particular network environment.
Network Node Intrusion Detection Systems (NNIDS) are located on critical systems, such as database
servers and backup servers. Host-Based Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) look for suspicious activity
at system logs, critical system files, and other resources. Anomaly-based intrusion detection systems
definenormal activity for a user and then look for any deviation from that normal activity.

While useful to detect illegal actions, IDS falls short of complex attacks that may not violate any rule
explicitly. An example of such attacks is theinsider attacks. There are mainly two major problems that
intrusion detection systems faces with. First of all, insider attacks are sequence of more than one action
therefore must be carefully modeled. An attack can be divided into more specific actions that can be
detected by various IDS systems. For example hijacking an 802.11 MAC session requires attacker to
impersonate Access Point (AP), sendMAC disassociatemessage to the client andimpersonate client.
These actions can further be defined as the proper combination of other smaller actions. Ordering of
these actions is also critical. Attacker has toimpersonate APbefore sendingMAC disassociatemessage
to the client. Timing is another factor, because some of the actions can be usable in very short period
of time. It is also possible to find more than one way of performing certain attacks, and an attacker
may be trying either one, a subset or all of the ways simultaneously. In short, there should be a proper
structure to model individual attacks with these properties. Second, problem is to detect such attacks or
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attack patterns in a stream of network activity data collected by various IDS systems. There should be
mechanisms to detect an attack with a level of certainty before it is completed.

In this paper, we propose a formal methodology for attack modeling and detection for networks. This
methodology can successfully capture complex attacks such as insider attacks. Our approach has three
phases. First, we extend the basicattack treeapproach [1] to capture (i) the temporal dependencies
between components, and (ii) the expiration of an attack. Second, using theenhanced attack trees(EAT)
we build atree automaton. In this step, we build upon a Nondeterministic Finite Tree Automaton (NFTA)
[3] and extend to design a new automaton that accepts a sequence of actions from input stream if there is
a traverse of an attack tree from leaves to the root node. Finally, we show how to construct anenhanced
parallel automaton(EPA) that has each tree automaton as a subroutine and can process the input stream
by considering multiple trees simultaneously. As a case study, we show how to represent the attacks. We
implement simulation program to test and evaluate our methods.

This paper organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the background information on attack
trees and NFTA. In Section III, we present our main results. In Section IV, we demonstrate how to apply
the proposed technique to IEEE 802.11. In Section V, we test and evaluate our solution by simulation.

A. Terms and Definitions

Following terms and abbreviations are used throughout the paper:

ABBREVIATIONS
AT Attack Tree AND (∧) Logical AND operation
EAT Enhanced Attack Tree O-AND (−→∧ ) Ordered AND
NFTA Nondeterministic Finite Tree Automaton OR (∨) Logical OR operation
NFETA Nondeterministic Finite Enhanced Tree AutomatonTTL Time To Live, life time
EPA Enhanced Parallel Automaton PC Percent Confidence

II. BASICS

Attack tree is first used by Schneier [1] to provide a formal way of describing the security of a system.
Schneier proposes to represent attacks against a system in a tree structure where a goal is the root node
and different ways of achieving that goal are leaf nodes. There are always chances to miss an attack while
forming such attack trees. But, attack trees grow incrementally by time and they capture knowledge in
a reusable form. Converyet al.[4] use attack tree to analyze potential threats to and using BGP (Border
Gateway Protocol) from the adversaries perspective. Tuglularet al.[5] use different approach and classify
attacks in three dimensions: incidents, response, and consequences. These dimensions then branch into
new nodes and those nodes branch into new nodes until it can no longer be classified. This approach
characterizes all possible incidents similar to an attack tree structure given in [1]. Magklaraset al.[6]
refer human factor as the reason of incidents. Their model classify people into three dimensions: system
role, reason of misuse, and system consequences. All of these models are based on prediction of attacks.
Phyo et al.[7] propose a detection oriented approach to classify insider misuse based on the level of
the system at which they might be detected. The main idea is that different types of misuses appear at
different layers of a system. They classify the attacks into three layers: (i) network-level misuses, (ii)
system-level misuses, (iii) application and data-level misuses.

Attack trees are the formal methods of modelling the attacks. More specifically, attacks are represented
in a tree structure where the root node is the main goal, intermediate nodes are the subgoals, and leaf
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nodes are the ways to reach to the subgoals and finally to reach the main goal in turn. Children of a
node in the tree can be of types:AND and OR. To reach a goal, all of itsAND children or at least
one of itsOR children must be accomplished. This is similar for all subgoals down to leaves of the
tree. It is quite easy to construct attack trees. First, possible attack goals must be identified. Each attack
goal becomes root of its own attack tree. Then construction continues by considering all possible attacks
against the given goal. These attacks form theAND andOR children of the goal. Next, each of these
attacks becomes a goal and their children are generated. This process recursively goes down to leaves.
In such a tree structure, an attack scenario to reach a main goal is the subtree which includes root node
and all itsAND along with at least one of itsOR children. Same selection is made for all selected
children (subgoals) recursively down to leaves. These selections form subtree of the given attack tree.
An attack tree is complete if it contains a subtree for all possible attacks to fulfill given main goal. It is
possible to assign different attributes to nodes on the tree such as time-to-live (TTL), cost, etc. By using
such attributes, it is possible to extract attacks with certain properties, i.e. such information may be very
useful in defining possible and feasible threats and invest for countermeasures.

Tree automata [3] have been initially designed in the late 50’s in the context of circuit verification and
found itself other application areas later on. In its basic form, it processes an input tree in bottom up
manner, starting from leaves, moves up to root.

Definition 1: A Nondeterministic Finite Tree Automaton (NFTA) [3] is a tupleA = (Q,F, Qf , ∆)
where:
• Q is a set of states,
• Qf ⊆ Q is a set of final states,
• F is a set ofn− ary symbols (such as constant symbola representing a leaf node, unary symbol

f() representing a node with one child, binary symbolg(, ) representing a node with two children,
etc.),

• ∆ is a set of transition functions in the form of:

f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) → q(f(x1, . . . , xn))

wheref ∈ F , q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q andx1, . . . , xn are all variables which can take on values from symbol
setF .

Input to a NFTA is a tree which is expressed by a sequence ofn− ary symbols of the input alphabet
F . Automaton processes tree in bottom-up fashion from leaves to the root. When the root is processed,
automaton accepts the input tree, if it has reached to one of the final states inQf .

Example 2: ([3]) Let F = {or(, ), and(, ), not(), 0, 1} whereor(, ) andand(, ) are binary symbols and
not() is a unary symbol. Consider the automatonA = (Q,F, Qf , ∆) whereQ = {q0, q1}, Qf = {q1},
and∆ is:

0 → q0 , 1 → q1 , not(q0) → q1 , not(q1) → q0 ,
and(q0, q0) → q0 , and(q0, q1) → q0 , and(q1, q0) → q0 , and(q1, q1) → q1 ,

or(q0, q0) → q0 , or(q0, q1) → q1 , or(q1, q0) → q1 , or(q1, q1) → q1 .

Consider the treeand(not(0), or(1, 0)) as given in Figure 1, the automaton defined above accepts this
tree because when binaryand(, ) symbol at the root is processed, automaton reaches to final stateq1.
Figure 1 shows each step of the execution starting from the leaves. This automaton actually accepts all
true boolean equations overF .

In the next section, first we will show how to enhanceattack trees[1] to obtain Enhanced Attack
Trees(EAT). Next, we will enhancetree automaton[3] and show that for eachenhanced attack tree, it
is possible to design anEnhanced Tree Automaton(ETA) which tell us if this tree is coded within the
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Fig. 1. Input treeand(not(0), or(1, 0)) for the NFTA of Example 2. Step (1) shows the tree. During step (2), leaves are
processed. Next in step (3), internal nodesnot(, ) andor(, ) are processed. Finally in step (4), root is processed and final state
is reached.

input stream. Finally, we will design a newEnhanced Parallel Automaton(EPA) which is union of the
enhanced tree automatonsand which can search more than oneenhanced attack treein parallel within
the input stream.

III. E NHANCED PARALLEL AUTOMATON

A. Enhanced Attack Tree

In this work, we contribute several enhancements overattack tree[1] to increase its expressive power.
First of all, there can be attack trees where goals or subgoals can be reached if all of theirAND children
are accomplished in thegiven orderin time. It is not possible to useAND or OR type of children to
enforce such an order. For example,”Disconnecting a client” in WLAN can be done by performing
”Eavesdrop MAC address of the AP”, ”Impersonate AP”and ”Send MAC disassociate message to the
victim” actions in this order. We call these types of children as typeO − AND (Ordered-AND) and
denote with symbol−→∧ .

Our second contribution is time and confidence attributes of the nodes.TTL (Time-To-Live) attribute
defines a life time for events at the leaf nodes and for subgoals at the interior nodes of the attack tree.
In the example of”Disconnecting a client”, a client receiving a”disassociate” message disconnects
from the AP but tries to reconnect soon again. Client restarts a well defined sequence of operations
to reconnect. These operations includes probing the network to find the best AP, open mode or WEP
authentication, and finally associating with the selected AP. Attacker has limited amount of time to
finalize his attack before victim reconnects. Thus, if more thanTTL time has elapsed since the event or
the subgoal occurred, it must be expired.TTL attribute helps decrease number ofFalse+ which is one
of the basic problems in intrusion detection systems.

PC (Percent Confidence) attribute defines chance of reaching to the goal (completing the attack) when
a subgoal is accomplished. It is possible to report an attack with a confidence, before it is completed. To



5Subgoals Attack Scenarios PC Attributes
B A(B(C(D(a), b, c), d)) 4/4 = 1
C A(B(C(D(a), b, c), d)) 3/4 = 0.75
D A(B(C(D(a), b, c), d)) 1/4 = 0.25
E A(E(F (e), f, g)) 3/3 = 1
F A(E(F (e), f, g)) 1/3 = 0.33

TABLE I

PC ATTRIBUTES FOR SUBGOALS IN ENHANCED ATTACK TREE OFFIGURE 2

be able to findPC attribute for a subgoal, all possible attack scenarios that includes the subgoal should
be considered. A speratePC for the subgoal, for each attack scenario is calculated and maximum among
all is selected.PC is the ratio of all accomplished events until the subgoal over all events of the scenario.
This attribute can be used to establish an early warning system and can help take precautions before
possible damages of the attack.

Definition 3: An Enhanced Attack Tree(EAT) is an attack tree[1] where children of a node in the
tree can be of types:AND, O −AND andOR and where nodes hasTTL andPC attributes.

Definition 4: An attack pathstarts from the goal of an enhanced attack tree and selects either one of
the OR children or all ofAND and O − AND children recursively till reaching all the leaves. Each
suchattack pathis also called asattack scenario.

Figure 2 presents a sampleenhanced attack treefor ”Bypassing 802.1x”. 802.1x authentication mech-
anism can be bypassed by either hijacking an authenticated session, or by playing MiM (Man-in-the-
Middle) to steal credentials from a legitimate user [8]. Each event hasTTL attribute, each subgoal has
PC and TTL attributes, and edges are types ofAND, O-AND and OR. Table I defines PC attributes for
all subgoals. Root of the tree is the goal of the attack”A - Bypassing 802.1x”. To accomplish that goal,
attacker has to perform either one of the subgoals”B - Hijack 802.1x Authenticated Session”or ”E -
MiM 802.1x Session”. Subgoal”B - Hijack 802.1x Authenticated Session”in turn can be accomplished
by reaching subgoal”C - Disconnect Client” and ”d - Impersonate 802.1x Authenticated Client”in
this order (O-AND). Construction of the tree continues in this manner until all the leaves are all events.
This tree has two possibleattack paths, meaning two possibleattack scenariosto reach the goal: (i)
A(B(C(D(a), b, c), d)), (ii) A(E(F (e), f, g)).

Attack trees are generated so as to divide subgoals into as much detectable events as possible. But,
existing network monitoring systems may be reporting events as well as subgoals used in the attack trees.
When an occurrence of a subgoal is received while some of the children are not yet accomplished, we
may consider that there are some other ways to realize that subgoal, therefore attack tree is not complete.
Once an incomplete attack tree is detected, it can be reported to system administrator to redesign the
corresponding attack tree. As an example, for the enhanced attack tree in Figure 2, it may be possible
to receive a message indicating that a client is disconnected but event”c - Send MAC Disassociate”has
not seen. In this case, we may suspect existence of some other mechanisms that can disconnect a client
to hijack an 802.1x authenticated session.

As another example, consider the case that a user is passing through an 802.1x authentication process
by using credentials of an existing active user. In this situation, we may conclude that attack tree is not
complete because either an attacker hijacked a session and the legitimate user is trying to reconnect, or
attacker has already recovered credentials of the legitimate user with a mechanism other than MiM type
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Fig. 2. Enhanced Attack Tree for”Bypassing 802.1x”. Capital letters [A .. Z] within circles are used to represent the goals
and subgoals. Events at leaf nodes are represented with small letters [a .. z] within squares. Node descriptions are as follows:
A - Bypass 802.1x,B - Hijack 802.1x Authenticated Session,C - Disconnect Client,D - Find 802.1x Authenticated Victim,E
- MiM 802.1x Session,F - Find Unauthenticated Victim,a - Eavesdrop on 802.1x Authenticated Client,b - Use MAC Address
of AP, c - Send MAC Disassociate,d - Impersonate 802.1x Authenticated Client,e - Eavesdrop on New Unauthenticated client,
f - Impersonate AP,g - Impersonate New Unauthenticated Client.

of attack: guessing or dictionary attack for easy passwords, using spyware to steal passwords from the
client computer, social engineering, breaking in configuration files of the system administrator, etc. Thus,
attack trees provides not only a good model for the attacks, but also a self verifying system to check the
completeness of the known attacks.

B. Enhanced Tree Automaton

There are several deficiencies of theNondeterministic Finite Tree Automaton(NFTA) [3] therefore it
is not suitable for use with enhanced attack trees. First of all, NFTA assumes a tree as the input, accepts
it when the input is consumed and a final state is reached. In our system, input is a stream of messages
within which we are looking for specific trees.

The most important issue with enhanced attack trees is that input stream may only provide events at
the leaves of the tree. Since some of the subgoals may never appear in input stream, NFTA may never
reach to a final state. Thus, we propose to usederivation rulesas an enhancement to NFTA where a
boolean variable is associated with each event.

Definition 5: A boolean variablex takes on valuetrue if the corresponding eventx appears within the
input stream at mostTTL(x) time ago. It takes on valuefalse, if it never appears, or if it appears more
thanTTL(x) time ago.

Example 6:For the example in Figure 2, assume that”C - Disconnect client” is not in input stream
but eventsa, b and c arrives. Instead of waiting for”C - Disconnect client” which may never appear,
we may accept eventsa, b andc as boolean variables.



7Goal or Boolean
Subgoal Expression

A (a−→∧ b−→∧ c−→∧ d) ∨ (e−→∧ (f ∧ g))
B a−→∧ b−→∧ c−→∧ d
C a−→∧ b−→∧ c
D a
E e−→∧ (f ∧ g)
F e

TABLE II

ATTACK BOOLEAN EXPRESSIONS FOR THE THE GOAL AND SUBGOALS IN THEENHANCED ATTACK TREE OFFIGURE 2

Thus, derivation rule for the example becomesC = D−→∧ b−→∧ c = a−→∧ b−→∧ c where−→∧ representsO-AND
operation. We name this expression asAttack Boolean Expression. Boolean expressionC evaluates to
true, if all boolean variables aretrue and corresponding eventsa, b andc arrive in this order. If expression
C evaluates totrue, we assume the arrival of subgoalC. SubgoalC assumes both arrival time of eventa
(first arrival) and that of eventc (last arrival). This is required because subgoalC itself may be child of
type O-AND of another subgoal or the goal. Table II listsattack boolean expressionsfor the remaining
subgoals and the goal in the enhanced attack tree of Figure 2.

In this work, we propose a new automaton technique and show how it can be used for detecting
enhanced attack treesin a stream of messages. Ourenhanced tree automatondesign provides three
basic functionality: (i) detecting attacks, (ii) detecting partial attacks and (iii) verifying completeness of
the attack trees. Enhanced tree automaton is primarily based on the NFTA [3], but we improve it by
introducing reporting states (also called partial attack states) in addition to final states (also called attack
states), derivation rules for subgoals and backward transition rules to roll back the automaton when events
and subgoals expire.

Definition 7: A Nondeterministic Finite Enhanced Tree Automaton (NFETA) is a tupleA = (Q,F, QPA, QA, D, ∆F , ∆B)
where:
• Q is a set of states,

• QPA ⊆ Q is a set of partial attack states,

• QA ⊆ Q is a set of attack states,

• F is the input alphabet which consists of a set ofn− ary symbols,

• D is a set of derivation rules for the goal and subgoals in the form of boolean expressions of boolean
variables representing events withAND, O −AND andOR operations,

• ∆F is a set of forward transition rules of the form:

f(q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)) → q(f(x1, . . . , xn)),

• ∆B is a set of backward transition rules of the form:

q(f(x1, . . . , xn)) → q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)
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Fig. 3. Enhanced Tree Automaton System Design. States about the goals and events are stored in a table. When a message
arrives, first time is updated, and events are checked against expiration. next, derivation, forward and backward rules are applied.
Achieved goals and subgoals are reported. If an Attack tree is detected as being incomplete, it is reported for further analysis.
An off line PC (Principle Component) or SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) analysis on history of messages is used to update
incomplete attack trees.

wheref ∈ F , q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q andx1, . . . , xn are all variables which can take any value from symbol
setF . Input of this automaton is a stream of symbols of the input alphabetF . When automaton reaches
to one of the partial attack states inQPA, it reports the attack with confidencePC. When automaton
reaches to one of the attack states inQA, it reports attack along with the sequence of input events which
caused this attack. Finally, automaton automatically resets to initial state by consuming the reported final
state and continues its operation on input stream.

Similar to NFTA [3], NFETA uses an input alphabetF with n-ary symbols where a constant symbol
(i.e. a, b, . . .) represents a leaf node, an unary symbolf() represents a goal or a subgoal with one child,
a binary symbolg(, ) represents a goal or a subgoal with two children, etc.

Some of the subgoals in the enhanced attack trees may not appear in the input stream. But, we can
use attack boolean expressions to evaluate subgoals and assume their existence. For this purpose NFETA
includesderivation rulesfor each subgoal, similar to ones in Table II. When an event arrives, a boolean
expression which includes that event is evaluated. If the boolean expression corresponding to the subgoal
evaluates to true, we conclude that the subgoal is reached even though it is not in the input stream.

Forward transition rules are similar to transition rules of the NFTA [3]. When an event or a subgoal
arrives, or when a subgoal is derived by derivation rules, corresponding symbol is used with forward
transition rules to proceed on the tree and change the state.

Each event and subgoal has a life time which is defined with TTL attribute. If an event or a subgoal
expires, derivation rules must be reevaluated to check whether any other subgoal expires. Next, for the
expired subgoals and events, backward transition rules should be executed to roll back from current
states. Backward transition rules are simply the reverse of forward transition rules. Figure 3 provides
block diagram representation of the overall NFETA system design.

Following theorem shows construction of an NFETA for a given enhanced attack tree.
Theorem 8:There exist an NFETA for every enhanced attack tree.

Proof: (by construction) Given an enhanced attack tree, an NFETA withA = (Q,F,QPA, QA, D, ∆F ,∆B)
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can be generated as follows:

• Q: Set of states can be obtained by assigning a separate stateqi for each edge in the tree along with
an extra state for the goal.

• F : Set of symbols associated with the events at leaves along withn− ary symbols associated with
the goal and subgoals. Heren is the number of children of these subgoals and the goal.

• QPA: Partial attack states. Set of states which are associated with the edge connecting subgoals to
its parent.

• QA: Attack state is the one associated with the goal at the root of the tree.

• D: Derivation rule for each subgoal is obtained starting from the leaves up to the root. Each event
is associated with a boolean variable as defined in Definition 5 and each subgoal is expressed as a
boolean expression of its children with operatorsAND, O −AND andOR.

• ∆F : For each event at leaf nodex, add following forward transition rule whereqx is the state
associated with the edge connecting nodex to its parent:

x → qx.

For each subgoalX, add following forward transition rule whereqX is the state associated with the
edge connecting subgoal to its parent, andqx1 , . . . , qxn

are the states associated with its children:

X(qx1 , . . . , qxn
) → qX .

• ∆B: backward transition rules are reverse of the forward transition rules:

qX(X−(qx1 , . . . , qxn
)) → qx1 , . . . , qxn

.

Example 9:For the example enhanced attack tree in Figure 2, we obtain following NFETA with
A802.1x = (Q,F, QPA, QA, D, ∆F , ∆B):
• Q = {qa, qb, qc, qd, qe, qf , qg, qA, qB, qC , qD, qE , qF }
• F = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, A(, ), B(, ), C(, , ), D(), E(, , ), F ()}
• QPA = {qB, qC , qD, qE , qF } with PC attributes given in Table I
• QA = {qA}
• D as provided in Table II
• ∆F :

a → qa, b → qb,
c → qc, d → qd,
e → qe, f → qf ,
g → qg,
A(qB, qE) → qA, B(qC , qd) → qB,
C(qD, qb, qc) → qC , D(qa) → qD,
E(qF , qf , qg) → qE , F (qe) → qF .
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Fig. 4. NFETA of Example 9 on inputa, f, f, g, b, c, e, d. In step (1), input symbola is processed. Based on the transition
rules, stateqa is reached. At the same time, derivation rules realize also that subgoalD has been reached, therefore transition
rule advances stateqa to stateqD. At subgoalD, attackA is reported with%25 confidence. In step (2), input symbolsf , f
andg are processed and statesqf andqg are added among current states. Figures 5 and 6 present remaining steps.

Fig. 5. NFETA of Example 9 on inputa, f, f, g, b, c, e, d. In step (3), input symbolb is processed andqb is added among
current states. In step (4), input symbolc is processed andqc is added among current states. At the same time, derivation rules
realize that subgoalC has been reached, therefore transition rule advances statesqD, qb and qc to stateqC . At subgoalC,
attackA is reported with%75 confidence. Figure 6 presents remaining steps.

• ∆B:
qA(A−(qB, qE)) → qB, qE ,
qB(B−(qC , qd)) → qC , qd,
qC(C−(qD, qb, qc)) → qD, qb, qc,
qD(D−(qa)) → qa,
qE(E(qF , qf , qg)) → qF , qf , qg,
qF (F−(qe)) → qe.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 presents how this NFETA operates an example input streama, f, f, g, b, c, e, d.

C. Enhanced Parallel Automaton

Enhanced tree automaton is obtained from an enhanced attack tree, therefore it is designed to detect a
single specific tree coded within stream of input data. More complex attacks which are combinations of
the several enhanced attack trees can be handled in two ways. First we can design a separate enhanced
tree automaton for each enhanced attack tree and feed a copy of the input stream to each independent
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Fig. 6. NFETA of Example of 9 on inputa, f, f, g, b, c, e, d. In step (5), input symbole is processed andqe is added among
current states. At the same time, derivation rules realize that subgoalF has been reached, therefore transition rule advances
stateqe to stateqF . Attack A is not reported because%25 confidence is not larger than last report with%75. Since subgoal
F is accomplished after arrival of symbolsf and g, derivation rules fail to realize subgoalE. In step (6), input symbold is
processed andqd is added among current states. Derivation rules first realize subgoalB and advances statesqC andqd to state
qB . At subgoalB, attackA is reported with%100 confidence. Next, derivation rules realize goalA and advances stateqB to
qA which is the final state.

automaton. Second, we can build anEnhanced Parallel Automaton(EPA) which is the combination of
enhanced attack trees and uses single input stream to search several attacks in parallel.

Constructing anEnhanced Parallel Automatonfor a set of n treesT = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} is straightfor-
ward and consists of following two steps:

1) For each treeTi ∈ T , generate its Nondeterministic Finite Enhanced Tree Automaton (NFETA) as
defined in Theorem 8 with a common input alphabetF :

Ai = (Qi, F, Qi
PA, Qi

A, Di, ∆i
F , ∆i

B)

whereQ1 ∩Q2 ∩ . . . ∩Qn = ∅.

2) Enhanced Parallel Automatonis then defined as:

A = A1 ∪A2 ∪ . . . ∪An

where:
Q = Q1 ∪Q2 ∪ . . . ∪Qn

QPA = Q1
PA ∪Q2

PA ∪ . . . ∪Qn
PA

QA = Q1
A ∪Q2

A ∪ . . . ∪Qn
A

D = D1 ∪D2 ∪ . . . ∪Dn

∆F = ∆1
F ∪∆2

F ∪ . . . ∪∆n
F

∆B = ∆1
B ∪∆2

B ∪ . . . ∪∆n
B
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IV. CASE STUDY: 802.11 SECURITY

WLANs [9] are well accepted and brought a great flexibility to office and home networks. Mobility
and portability provided by WLANs help attackers to better hide their malicious activity while providing
them great access opportunities. The WLAN standards were developed without public review on security
measures. This approach resulted in foundations of many different ways to crack WLAN security. Today,
Internet is a good source of various efficient tools for eavesdropping wireless traffic, launching DoS types
of attacks or cracking the encryption systems on use. These tools do not require any deep knowledge
about the technology and can be easily used to launch wide range of active and passive wireless attacks.

Wireless Access Points (AP) provide physical and MAC layer security. Physical security consists
of limiting RF signal availability within a particular perimeter by controlling direction and power of
the antenna. There are five MAC layer security mechanisms: (i) hiding SSID (Service Set Identifier)
information (SSID close mode of operation), (ii) MAC address based filters , (iii) WEP authentication
and privacy mechanisms, (iv) 802.1x authentication mechanism, and (v) 802.11i privacy, integrity and
key management mechanisms which are new.

In this case study, we first provide enhanced attack trees and enhanced tree automatons for attacks to
bypass 802.11 security mechanisms: (i) SSID close mode of operation, (ii) MAC address based filters,
(iii) WEP privacy, (iv) 802.1x authentication. Then we build anEnhanced Parallel Automatonwhich can
detect these attacks in parallel.

SSID information is required to connect a WLAN. To provide security, SSID beacon messages sent
by the Access Points (AP) can be disabled, so that only the client possessing the SSID information
can probe and connect to the network. Attacker can learn SSID information of the network by listening
client probe messages. Attacker can passively wait for a new client to arrive, or may disconnect a client
forcing him to reconnect. Figure 7 provides enhanced attack tree for the attack. Nondeterministic Finite
Enhanced Tree Automaton (NFETA) for this tree is as follows:

ASSID = (Q,F, QPA, QA, D,∆F , ∆B)

where:

• Q = {qh, qb, qi, qj , qG, qH , qI}.
• F = {h, b, i, j, G(),H(, , ), I(, )}.
• QPA = {qG, qH} with PC attributes0.25 and0.75 respectively.
• QA = {qI}.
• D:

G = h
H = h−→∧ b−→∧ i
I = h−→∧ b−→∧ i−→∧ j.

• ∆F :
h → qh, b → qb,
i → qi, j → qj ,
G(qh) → qG, H(qG, qb, qi) → qH ,
I(qH , qj) → qI .

• ∆B:
qG(G−(qh)) → qh,
qH(H−(qG, qb, qi)) → qG, qb, qi,
qI(I−(qH , qj)) → qH , qj .
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Fig. 7. Enhanced Attack Tree for”Finding SSID in close mode”. Capital letters [A .. Z] within circles are used to represent
the goals and subgoals. Events at leaf nodes are represented with small letters [a .. z] within squares. Node descriptions are as
follows: G - Find an active SSID victim,H - Disconnect SSID victim,I - Find SSID in close mode,b - Use MAC Address of
AP, h - Eavesdrop on an active client,i - Send MAC disassociate to SSID victim,j - Eavesdrop on victims probe messages.

MAC filters are used to filter clients based on their MAC addresses. Attacker can passively monitor
network for active clients and impersonate one of the clients as soon as it disconnects. Figure 8 provides
enhanced attack tree for the attack. Nondeterministic Finite Enhanced Tree Automaton (NFETA) for this
tree is as follows:

AMAC = (Q,F, QPA, QA, D, ∆F , ∆B)

where:

• Q = {qk, ql, qJ , qK}.
• F = {k, l, J(),K(, )}.
• QPA = {qJ} with PC attribute0.5.
• QA = {qK}.
• D:

J = k
K = k−→∧ l

• ∆F :
k → qk, l → ql,
J(qk) → qJ , K(qJ , ql) → qK .

• ∆B:
qJ(J−(qk)) → qk,
qK(K−(qJ , ql)) → qJ , ql,

WEP privacy is basically provided by stream cipherRC4 with a 64 or 128 bit shared key and an
Initialization Vector (IV). Shared secret is also used to authenticate clients where client simply encrypts
and sends back the challenge provided by AP. WEP privacy is provided by xor operation of cleartext
data with a key stream. Key stream is generated byRC4 algorithm using the shared secret and IV. WEP
is secure as soon as key stream is not repeated. But, with 24 bit IV it is not rare to see key stream reuses.
This problem of WEP is used to crack WEP key [10], [11]. An attacker can passively collect enough
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Fig. 8. Enhanced Attack Tree for”Bypassing MAC filters”. Capital letters [A .. Z] within circles are used to represent the
goals and subgoals. Events at leaf nodes are represented with small letters [a .. z] within squares. Node descriptions are as
follows: J - Find a MAC which is not blocked,K - Bypass MAC Filter,k - Eavesdrop on unblocked MAC,l - Impersonate
unblocked client.

WEP traffic to use with WEP crack tools which are publicly available [12]. Figure 8 provides enhanced
attack tree for the attack. Nondeterministic Finite Enhanced Tree Automaton (NFETA) for this tree is as
follows:

AWEP = (Q,F, QPA, QA, D, ∆F , ∆B)

where:

• Q = {qm, qn, qL, qM , qN}.
• F = {m, n,L(),M(, ), N()}.
• QPA = {qL, qM} with PC attributes0.5 and1 respectively.
• QA = {qN}.
• D:

L = m
M = m−→∧n
N = m−→∧n.

• ∆F :
m → qm, n → qn,
L(qm) → qL, M(qL, qn) → qM ,
N(qM ) → qN .

• ∆B:
qL(L−(qm)) → qm,
qM (M−(qL, qn)) → qL, qn,
qN (N−(qM )) → qM .

802.1x provides authentication mechanism for 802.11. Absence of mutual authentication within 802.1x
specification helps an attacker to play MiM (Man-in-the-Middle) attack, or to hijack session of an
authenticated client. In MiM, attacker simply impersonates client to the AP and impersonates AP to the
client. Since all the communication among client and AP is made through attacker, he can collect security
credentials of the client. These credentials can be used by the attacker to pass 802.1x authentication.
Figure 2 provides enhanced attack tree for the attack. Nondeterministic Finite Enhanced Tree Automaton
(NFETA) for this tree is given in Example 9.
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Fig. 9. Enhanced Attack Tree for”Finding WEP key”. Capital letters [A .. Z] within circles are used to represent the goals
and subgoals. Events at leaf nodes are represented with small letters [a .. z] within squares. Node descriptions are as follows:
L - Collect WLAN traffic, M - Cryptanalysis WEP key,N - Finding WEP key,m - Eavesdrop WLAN traffic,n - Crack WEP
key.

Enhanced Parallel Automaton which detects 802.11 attacks can be constructed by union of individual
enhanced tree automatons trees as defined in previous section:

A802.11 = ASSID ∪AMAC ∪AWEP ∪A802.1x

Figure 10 provides overall view of the Enhanced Parallel AutomatonA802.11 for attacks against 802.11.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

We have implemented a simulation program to evaluate our enhanced parallel automaton technique.
We used enhanced parallel automaton generated by the case study of 802.11 security. Simulation program
has the structure similar to system design given in Figure 3. A perl program,event generatorsimulates
network monitoring systems such as IDS (Intrusion Detection System) and generates random events. Both
interarrival time and life time assignments for the events are roughly decided based on our observations
and protocol expectations in 802.11. Basically, event set ofevent generatoris divided into two parts.
First part consists ofnormal events; events which are not included in any enhanced attack trees, and
events which are in enhanced attack trees but can also be generated as a result of normal operations
(i.e. MAC Disassociatemessages). Second part consists ofattack eventswhich are remaining events of
enhanced attack trees. Before generating an event,event generatormakes a decision between sending
a random eventor anattack sequence. If attack sequenceis selected, then one of the predefinedattack
sequencesis sent.Attack sequencesare attack paths which are generated from the enhanced attack trees
of Figures 2, 7, 8 and 9 such as sequence(a, b, c, d) of Figure 2 which is enough conclude attackA
and subattacksB, C,D. As another example sequence(D, b, c, d) is inserted to see attack tree verifier
to create alarm since subgoalD arrives before its children, which means there may be another way of
performing subgoal D and therefore attack tree is incomplete. Ifrandom eventis selected, then a second
selection is made betweennormal and attack events. Ratio of attack eventsin random eventsdefines
amount of noise in the log. Because, these events simulate the cases where there is no attack, but some of
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Fig. 10. Enhanced Parallel Automaton (EPA) for attacks against 802.11 security. EPA isA802.11 = ASSID∪AMAC∪AWEP ∪
A802.1x.

the events accidentally appear in certain sequences and create a false alarm. Thus, ratio ofattack events
in random eventsis a simulation parameter.

While event generatorgenerates a log file of given event number and given ratio of noise, it is
processed by our simulation program. On receiving an event, simulation program updates its table where
states about the goals and events are stored. Arrival updates the time and events are checked against
expiration. Derivation rules, forward and backward transitions are performed. If goal or subgoal is reached,
attack or subattack alarm is generated. If a goal or subgoal arrives before its children, that means our
enhanced attack tree is incomplete thus an alarm is generated. Since attack sequences are predefined,
expected alarms is compared against detected ones to decide on True or False alarms. In this work we
are interested in amount of false positives which means an alarm is generated while there is no attack.
False positives are due to noise in the input messages. Higher noise ratio means false positive. In term
of security, false positives are preferred to false negatives which means alarm is not generated while
there is an attack. But false positives creates false alarms and limits the efficiency of the network. False
negatives requires human interaction and feedback since there is no evidence of attack in the system.

Figure 11 presents the result of the simulation runs. For each noise ratio (probability ofattack event), we
have calculated number of false positives for a log of size 10,000 events. We have repeated runs more
than once and take average of the results. Simulation program successfully found the correct attacks,
subattacks and incomplete attack tree cases for the attack sequences randomly planted into the log.
Figure 11 shows false positive results of attack, subattack and incomplete tree alarms for probabilities
0.005, 0.01, 0.015, . . . , 0.5. As the noise increases in the log, number of false positives increases as
expected.

A. Conclusion

In this paper we introduce a powerful technique to represent and detect attacks in a network. The
contribution of this work is twofold. First it presents a new theoretical framework based on formal
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Fig. 11. Number of false positives for different noise levels over 10,000 events.

methods. Second, our technique advances the IDS approaches to capture more complex attacks such as
insider attacks. We discuss how to realize the proposed technique in the context of IEEE 802.11 security.
Simulation results show that it successfully detects attack sequences in large noisy input message stream.
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